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els of integration. And it’s doubtful, as we’ve
often heard during these conversations with
the marketplace, that all those linkages are
fully available to any but a small handful of
extremely well-run organizations. For those
who do not quite fit that category, will the
cost necessary to accomplish a full level of
integration make it prohibitive to consider?
(More on that later, during the part of the
conversation with Dan Vetras, CEO of
Talisma Corporation.)

Bottom line: the challenges surrounding
customer interaction and service are much
more complicated, and fundamental, than
many of us have been led to believe. I mean,
all you need is a Web site with a FAQ page
to solve the service issues ...  And a call-cen-
ter agent with a script will satisfy all those
pesky customer inquiries that don’t hit the
self-serve site ... 

Right? Yeah, sure. And excuse me while
this monkey flies out of my butt.

The Big Disconnect

One of the annoying technical issues fac-
ing CRM is this: The initial contact with the
customer may be database-driven—customer
metadata such as order history, account sta-
tus, etc. drives the initial process—but the
remainder of the experience is distinctly con-
tent-driven. And the course of the experience
is unpredictable and unstructured, by defini-

tion. How can you predict what a customer
will want to know?

Do most organizations have processes in
place that seamlessly and flawlessly transi-
tion from the data-centric to the content-
centric? There’s that monkey again. Finding
the correct thread of documents and other
assorted information-types that apply to this
particular customer’s unique set of needs , at
this particular time, is in no way a core
capacity for most organizations.

Document management, thought by
many to be deeply saturated in the largest
companies, isn’t anywhere near that. Oh,
sure, most companies have decent document
management for the legal department, or
maybe HR. Some information-intensive
research and development departments (in
pharma, for instance) are pretty well tricked
out. But the broad deployment of DM across
all necessary repositories and touch-points
that can crop up in one of those unpre-
dictable customer encounters is in no way
common today. And even if the doc manage-
ment pieces were in place, could most organ-
izations take the NEXT step in the customer-
experience cycle and link that customer with
the correct domain expert to solve his prob-
lem quickly and satisfactorily?

I’m posing a lot of questions, most of
them rhetorical and dripping with cynicism
and doubt. I know. It’s a gift. But the pur-
pose of this exercise (and I do have one) is
to point out, dear reader, a trend  that is gain-
ing respect and credence among successful
deployers, and seems like a likely market
direction on the vendor side.

It’s convergence. It’s a common term for
analysts and editors to toss around, but the
future of these customer-lifecycle systems
depends on solutions providers who can cre-
ate linkages between systems that are cur-
rently boxed into proprietary cul-de-sacs
with no reverse gear. 

The first challenge toward accomplish-
ing this is to buy solutions that have a com-
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It’s gut-check time for Customer Relation-
ship Management. And I don’t only mean
for the marketplace that provides the soft-
ware tools and infrastructure pieces that
help users accomplish superior service. It’s
a tough time to be on either side of the busi-
ness/vendor equation. Heck, it’s a tough
time to be a customer.

Why? Because all parties are discover-
ing that the success of CRM rests not in
relatively simple customer-contact tools,
but in a vastly more complex web of inter-
dependencies that permeate nearly all
areas of the organization. And that web is
simply not woven yet.

“One of the key issues is the lack of inte-
gration between CRM systems and other
knowledge-enabling technologies that are
required to make it more effective for organ-
izations to find the right information in the
right context, and link that information to the
correct domain expert who can solve the
customer’s problem,” states Andrew Pery,
Chief Marketing Officer & Senior Vice
President, Hummingbird Ltd.

CRM “systems” themselves may not
provide the entire holistic solution presented
by the customer experience (see “CRM—
It’s Just Good Business” on page 4), they
can be helpful in launching and triggering
the many various events that ultimately
make up a successful customer encounter.
But this series of events can occur only if all
the systems downstream have the proper lev-
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in a vastly more complex web.”
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monality in terms of their basic design and
interoperability. That means that an unac-
ceptable option for many organizations is to
throw away many of the systems they have
spent thousands to buy, and many thousand
more (probably) to deploy, integrate and
maintain. That won’t happen, says Andrew.
“They will preserve their existing invest-
ments. This is why emerging standards such
as Web services are so important...invest-
ment protection.”

Of all the enterprise software purchased
since 1998, less than 50% has ever been
deployed. “The promises of the smart
enterprise suite, and an integrated platform
have a lot of allure, but the key preoccupa-
tion of IT right now is efficiency improve-
ment, consolidating existing infrastructure
(including some of this under-utilized soft-
ware inventory) and risk mitigation,”
Andrew points out. “So Web services will
eventually become very important to medi-
ate between all these applications much
better than they do right now.”

It works for the vendor side as well. An
applications infrastructure based on a Web-
services API will allow vendors a less-
expensive and better way to expose their
proprietary hooks to other applications. For
those who are creating a family (“suite”) of
applications, the cost has been largely the
time necessary on the development side
(demanding either homegrown upheavals in
vendors’ development directions, or has
involved many acquisitions of ISVs that
likewise disrupt and complicate the develop-
ment effort). Attempting to solve this link-
age challenge resulted in the portal move-
ment, of course, which attempted to inte-
grate applications in the “thin veneer,” as
Andrew calls it, of the glass of your moni-
tor’s screen. “It’s a loose integration,” says
Andrew somewhat derisively. “Linking
these applications at the portal level does not
mean there is actually application-level inte-
gration among all these components,” he
points out. 

Yet, economic reality will preclude any
massively disruptive changes in information
management, Andrew believes, for the fore-
seeable future. And this is good news for the
CRM market. Because of this reluctance to
expend energy on “new and disruptive” tech-
nology during this time of moderated growth,
organizations will be more likely to work on
cleaning house, working toward creating sys-
tems that emphasize customer retention over
gaining new customers, and on deriving new
value from existing customers. “After all, a
5% increase in customer retention can
increase operational profitability by as much
as 25% to 90%,” reminds Andrew. Those are
numbers that have a comforting effect on
today’s IT and business professionals.

What To Do When It Costs Too Much
For Talisma, responding to the pres-

sures of the current environment demands
nothing short of a revolution in the way
software is created and delivered. “We’re
hitting the apex of how you can re-invent
yourself as a software business,” states Dan
Vetras, CEO of Talisma Corporation. “You
can’t downsize anymore. We’ve cut the fat,
we’ve cut the bone. Now we’re hitting mar-
row. Where can you go next?”

Dan is one of those through-and-through,
Central-Casting CEOs. He sees his business
almost as a factory, and it’s his job to create
the most efficient and competitive damn fac-
tory you ever saw. They recruit from the best
technical schools in India in their efforts to
build software that can be developed and
delivered faster and better than anyone else.
So in his case it’s not so much a matter of
“being in the CRM” or whichever industry
segment. They just want to be able to re-
invent themselves at will, and this is the
means by which Dan has chosen to do so.
CRM and call center happens to be one of
the areas where Dan thinks his software fac-
tory can make a difference.

Just as software development is trending
toward a different (off-shore) model, soft-

ware deployment is also changing to respond
to economic realities. The days of the 800-
pound software organization moving in and
setting up cots in your cubbies for months on
end are going or gone. Which may be why
some of the largest enterprise application
stars of the past aren’t shining quite so
brightly right now.

The problem is: the inability—due to out-
of-control costs—for your company to slowly
and methodically develop business automa-
tion processes can be in direct conflict with
your goals. “The big systems integrators want
million-plus dollar engagements. The cus-
tomer wants cheaper and faster,” says Dan.

What do you risk in a quick-hit, thank-
you-ma’am engagement, where the nuances
and interrelationships among your informa-
tion repositories MAY not be completely
addressed? You miss hitting all the touch-
points we talked about above with Andrew.
It’s a stressful conflict playing out in every
enterprise deployment going on right now.
Not only is knowledge-based customer rela-
tionship more important than ever, it is also
harder than ever to achieve.

The successful trend, says Dan, in deploy-
ment is to find less-costly ways to deliver and
implement software. Dan’s way is to make it
less expensive at the front end to build, and
then use those same economies (a bench of
professional services people also based in
India, in this case) on the deployment cycle.
Dan says he can basically give the profes-
sional services away FREE, because of the
cost advantages he has on the “software-
building” side of his business.

That’s one way to do it. Another approach
gaining momentum is, of course, a services-
based Web delivery model, where the appli-
cation is pay-for-play and integration costs
are reduced 

Either approach seems to have its merits,
and both are a long way from being wide-
spread, standard or trivial to accomplish.  

That’s the reality for CRM.   ❚
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around those documents, whether synchro-
nously or asynchronously; 3. the ability to
apply business rules and processes to those
documents in order to achieve greater effi-
ciency and accuracy; and 4. create triggers
and events to those documents that would
enable decision makers to “wrap documents
around their decisions...in essence, develop
better knowledge management capabilities.”

So CRM, at least in Andrew’s view, is
not a specific product set that is titled
“CRM,” but is instead an “end-to-end cus-
tomer relationship management environ-
ment. There may be specific parts of this
environment that are targeted as a specific
CRM solution, but in the long run, CRM
will evolve downstream to become the cul-
mination of many technologies working
together toward the ultimate goal of great
customer relationships. CRM as a stand-
alone market will become part of the
greater content management market.”

Disrupting the Org
If all that is true, then pegging CRM to a

greater “holistic” document management
effort blurs and, in fact, erases many of the
organizational lines that now define job
responsibilities, Andrew agrees. “It’s a per-
plexing question. In many ways, organiza-
tionally speaking, in order to effectively sup-
port a customer, EVERYBODY has to be a
customer relationship manager. You can’t
really distinguish between a CRM function,
and the rest of the organization,” he says.

“Part of the failure of CRM systems can
be attributed to this idea that, somehow, it’s
a self-contained system. But it isn’t. It’s an
enabler—a way of accessing information
and domain expertise anywhere in the
organization.” Adhering to the dogma that
CRM is a “thing” and not a “process” has, it
can be argued, dug the dreaded “trough of
disillusionment” (so-called by Gartner
Group), where technologies often languish
and die, having overpromised and underde-
livered on the key expectations.

Viewing CRM as a “thing” has led to
these inevitable consequences, says Andrew.
“Viewing CRM as a standalone technology
has prevented users from focusing on the
key constituent elements that would enable
better delivery of information to customers
and finding the right content.”

Secondly, the measurement metrics have
been skewed. Most organizations “measure”
customer satisfaction (usually through sur-

veys and whatnot), but few—in the sub-30%-
range, in fact—admit they have results that
are providing useful information. “There are
no ROI metrics that have been developed to
clearly measure the success of their customer
service,” says Andrew. “For instance, the dis-
tinction between customer loyalty and cus-
tomer satisfaction is easily misunderstood.
Many times, customers remain loyal to a
product only because the cost of switching to
a new provider is too high.” That, as Andrew
correctly points out, might be prudent, but it
is not the same as satisfaction.

After reading this, one could get the
impression that pure-play CRM systems are
ineffective, but nothing could be further from
the truth. As a first line of defense, CRM has
no equal. “CRM systems are very effective
in initial triage. They can identify a problem,
and they can track that problem. They can
eliminate some of the repetitive issues,
maybe by consulting a database that pro-
vides resolutions to common problems,”
Andrew explains.

CRM in a B2B Context—The Legal Biz
CRM takes on a different complexion

when it is applied in a business-to-business
setting. We asked Andrew if there were any
trends in a more B2B environment that shed
a different light on the conversation.

“Yes. Think of the law. The practice of law
is an increasingly global business, and not all
firms are global in reach. So they 
must specialize in domains of expertise.
Increasingly, law firms operate within an
extranet, a secure environment where they can
exchange information and thus expand their
boundaries. These extranets often encompass
other law firms, outside counsel as well as
multiple clients. It is, in some respects, a kind
of supply chain,” Andrew explains.

Andrew’s take on it is that the tools you
use to accomplish this professional supply-
chain analog are very similar to CRM. After
all, what is a supply-chain relationship
except a customer relationship management
environment directed at your business part-
ner “customers?”

“The question in this case is: how much
do you want to protect?” asks Andrew.
“What is your core competency?” Law firms
are now operating around specialty areas—
one may specialize in bankruptcy, but not lit-
igation, and vice versa. It’s in both their best
interests to pool their resources. “Lawyers
are constrained and driven by one thing—
time. That’s their commodity. You can only
generate so much billable revenue based on
the amount of time you can spend on one
case. So the more you can delegate tasks to
outside and junior counsel, the higher your
productivity and billings.”

This leads to an entirely new business
model for law firms, says Andrew. “This prac-
tice of co-opetition is becoming so engrained,
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It would be just TOO easy if CRM—Cus-
tomer Relationship Management—could be
easily pigeonholed as a discrete set of tools
and processes that have a clear beginning
and ending. But like most business processes,
there are few defining boundaries and even
fewer easy answers that would make our
lives, well, easy. 

Andrew Pery, Chief Marketing Officer
& Senior VP Marketing, is still willing to
give it a try. We recently had a freewheel-
ing conversation with Andrew on the sub-
ject of CRM, and struck upon several key
themes that go some of the way toward
defining the current state of CRM, and the
role of applications vendors, knowledge
workers and decision makers within it.

—Andy Moore, Editorial Director
KMWorld Specialty Publishing Group

Learning from the Customer
From the vendor point of view, a healthy

level of self-awareness is clearly a plus.
“Customers don’t buy technology,” says
Andrew, “they buy relationships.” So from a
purely business standpoint, selling a “CRM
vision” is just good business. “Having a
slightly better mousetrap does not differenti-
ate you in this market. This market is very
polarized right now. You either have infra-
structure capabilities or you’re in the solu-
tions business.”

He uses the legal industry—a
Hummingbird stronghold—as an example.
“Lawyers are very conservative about tech-
nology. So it’s very important that solutions
providers such as ourselves pay attention to
them, and understand the way they work.”

So, we wondered, whether CRM could
be packaged into a shrink-wrapped box,
and delivered as a product...or is it some-
thing more?

“CRM encompasses multiple technolo-
gies. I don’t see CRM as a standalone mar-
ket long-term—although today it still is.
But ultimately it will be the convergence of
knowledge-supporting technologies, work-
ing together, that will support a true cus-
tomer relationship management solution.”

Here’s a thumbnail of what the future of
CRM effort looks like, from Andrew’s view-
point: 1. A centralized document repository
that allows organizations to profile and man-
age their customer documents, fully integrat-
ed with the company’s business systems. 2.
the ability for staff and clients of that organi-
zation to securely access and collaborate
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especially in the UK, that law firms employ a
non-billable lawyer for each of their practice
areas, or domains of expertise. The lawyers’
only job is to make sure they build sufficient
knowledgebases, for example, precedent
databases, that allow their firms to get valu-
able information that strengthens their clients’
cases faster and more effectively.”

The beauty part, says Andrew, is there’s
revenue attached to this new requirement of
doing business in the legal realm. “They can

bill for infrastructure, now, and the resources
necessary to maintain these knowledgebases.
Ultimately they can increase their billings,
and they can bill for multiple parties ... not
just the counsel who is assigned to that case.”
So there’s an enormous amount of incentive
to create this cultural change. 

To make it work, there has to be uni-
form access to all the various databases—
precedent databases, billing databases, case
law and work product—in the form of

reusable templates for creating contracts or
other documents.

This is where the technology of integrat-
ed application suites comes into play. And
this is where the future of CRM and tech-
nology will intersect.   ❚

Hummingbird Ltd.is a global enterprise software company employing 1300
people in nearly 40 offices around the world. Hummingbird Enterprise™
creates a 360° view of content with products that are both modular and
interoperable, including Business Intelligence, Data Integration, Portal, and
Document Management.Please visit:www.hummingbird.com

Aird & Berlis LLP (A&B) is a promi-
nent, full-service corporate law firm with a
large, diversified, national and international
practice. The Canadian-based firm repre-
sents some of the world’s largest corpora-
tions as well as a wide array of entrepreneur-
ial businesses, associations, government
agencies and individuals.

Gary Torgis, the firm’s Executive
Director, recognized that A&B’s continued
success was dependent upon the best current
technologies available to support its business
strategies. He turned to Paul Knapp, Director
of Information Technology, who was charged
with the task of improving the firm’s ability
to deliver cutting-edge service to current and
new clients.

One of Knapp’s key responsibilities
was to ensure that clients have secure
access to the documents they need and if
necessary, access to other applications.
“The way in which law firms are providing
service is changing,” said Knapp.  “Clients
are starting to expect the accessibility and
collaborative features provided by portal
solutions,” such as Hummingbird Portal.

Planning Spares Headaches 
“Future collaboration with our clients is

going to continue to evolve in directions that
we can’t completely identify at the moment,”
said Knapp, noting the ability of Hum-
mingbird Portal to integrate new applications
and allow for enhanced functionality in
future. “You certainly don’t want to spend a
significant amount of money and find out a
year down the road your portal can’t handle
new software that’s critical for your organi-
zation to remain competitive,” he said.

Before the portal was implemented, A&B
lawyers and administrative staff collaborated
with clients primarily through email. This
method of communication limited the size of
files that could be exchanged and raised secu-
rity concerns. “One of our criteria when
deciding on a portal solution was airtight
security,” said Knapp.

The ability to use predefined or custom-
made e-Clip plug-ins to extend the portal
was also a key consideration. E-Clip plug-ins

are Hummingbird Portal components that
integrate dynamic information such as e-
mail inboxes or sales reports, as well as inter-
active services such as threaded conversa-
tion, online procurement, an employee direc-
tory or data from enterprise applications and
business systems into the centralized web-
based workspace of the portal.

A&B is working closely with
Hummingbird partner AMH Communi-
cations, a consulting firm specializing in por-
tal, document management and knowledge
management solutions for the legal vertical,
to develop new customized e-Clip plug-ins.

New Control Over Documents
Implementing the portal has allowed the

firm to give its clients more power over docu-
ments that are used in their legal matters. For
example, clients supply A&B with templates
for legal documents that require updating on a
regular basis. In the past these templates were
e-mailed to a clerk at A&B who copied them
online to be updated. Now, customers can
come through the portal using a custom e-Clip,
designed by AMH Communications, to direct-
ly edit and update their own templates. “They
have the security to replace any template, put-
ting the control along with tight security right
into the client’s hands,” said Knapp. “We’re
definitely meeting with positive comments
from our clients. There is no more confusion
as to which template is the latest and did the
correct one get updated. This uncertainty was
cause for significant time to double-check to
ensure accuracy in the documents that is sim-
ply no longer an issue. Our clerks know that
they are working with the latest versions when
they pull it out of the portal.”

The firm has also integrated its pre-exist-
ing Hummingbird document management
system into Hummingbird Portal. Employees
who need to access the firm’s documents
from remote locations go through the portal,
accessing a Hummingbird DM e-Clip. This
approach eliminates the need to install
Hummingbird DM on each computer, saving
money and IT resources. The firm is current-
ly in the process of placing all of its docu-
ments into a centralized library that can be

accessed from any location by authorized
users. This technology allows lawyers, staff
and clients have quick and easy access to all
documents whether they are in the office or
on the road or at their home office.

In the near future A&B is planning to
plug in a Microsoft Exchange 2000 e-Clip to
allow users access to their e-mail from the
same interface they use to access their doc-
uments. In addition, A&B plans to integrate
Citrix into Hummingbird Portal to provide
remote access to specific desktop applica-
tions. It would be most effective to have
remote access to custom litigation software
from a laptop in the courtroom rather than
bringing boxes and boxes of evidence, opin-
ions and testimony into the courtroom.

Coupled with a strong search engine, this
technology would allow the attorney to
quickly call up relevant documents and print
them out in the courtroom as required during
the course of litigation.

Knapp has a message to other firms about
to make such a decision. “Get off the fence.
Firms that are not moving forward with soft-
ware tools (like Hummingbird Portal) are
quickly going to discover that they cannot
remain competitive in the current and future
marketplace.” ❚

Legal Firm Looks to the Future of Collaboration with Clients

Industry: Legal 
Organization: Aird & Berlis LLP
The Challenge:
To implement a portal solution that would provide
a secure platform for sharing documents and col-
laborating with clients
Hummingbird Solutions:
Portal, Document Management
Key Benefits:
◆ High level of security;
◆ Better client relationships through collaborative

capabilities;
◆ Reduced application integration costs Future Plans:
Future Plans:
◆ Further enhancements of client/firm collabora-

tive environment;
◆ Transfer of all the firm’s documents to the 

document management system;
◆ Integration of litigation software and reference

resources into the portal;
◆ In-house development of e-Clip plug-ins to inte-

grate new software applications; and
◆ Customization of the portal’s interface to a “look

and feel” unique to Aird & Berlis LLP.



els of an organization to effectively collabo-
rate and communicate on specific customer
issues. While corporations are doing an
increasingly effective job at transitioning
sales and marketing processes to the Internet,
there has been little effort to create an under-
standing of how peoples’ roles in the process
affect others as well as impact the long-term
strategy of the company.

In this current economic environment,
improved service and support represent the
greatest opportunity to enhance revenue at
reduced costs. Every customer contact repre-
sents a potential opportunity to drive
increased profits. Especially for profit-mind-
ed sales, marketing and customer-service
organizations, today’s goal should be to
maximize the value created per each and
every customer interaction. An integrated
and focused approach to increasing the
value-per-contact can deliver significant rev-
enue results in short timeframes.

Customer Lifecycle Management
The business problem is not going unno-

ticed by leading industry analysts. According
to IDC Research, businesses will spend over
$76 billion on e-customer service by 2005.
The Gartner Group expects 70% of all call
centers to have Internet integration by 2007
and Jupiter Media Metrix expects 67 million
people to use chat for service in 2005.
Considering that the vast majority of today’s
business relationships are generally conduct-
ed via Web-driven interactions, the lack of
oversight and inability to manage multi-
channel interactions creates the potential for
gaps in tracking all interactions with cus-

tomers and prospects. Customer Lifecycle
Management (CLM) solutions represent the
greatest opportunity for organizations to sig-
nificantly improve the visibility, accuracy
and efficiency of customer relationships.

CLM solutions offer a compelling alter-
native to traditional sales and service point
solutions. By integrating the power of e-mail
marketing, chat, real-time collaboration and
telephony applications with comprehensive
analytics and a fully integrated system-wide
knowledgebase, organizations can capture
all customer interactions. This enables the
up-selling and cross-selling of new and exist-
ing customers in a cost-efficient manner, sig-
nificantly impacting bottom line profitabili-
ty. Ultimately, a 360-degree view of all cus-
tomer communications—regardless of chan-
nel—results in improved business perform-
ance through customer loyalty and increases
profits via business processes that are well
aligned with customer strategies.

CLM solutions provide robust function-
ality that addresses all aspects of the cus-
tomer experience, including acquisition,
interactions, retention and analysis.

Customer Acquisition
Sell more, faster. Sounds simple. But

how do you identify, target and acquire cus-
tomers while collapsing the sales cycle?
Talisma’s approach is to enable sales and
marketing organizations to identify, capture
and maintain pertinent information about
individual prospects, customers and corpo-
rate accounts. Multi-channel support across
e-mail, phone, chat, Web self-service, fax,
Web-conferencing, traditional mail and Web
forms allows enterprises to open new chan-
nels of communication with their customers.
The result is consistency in messages across
all media channels. 

Special Supplement to 

Customer Lifecycle
Management
Finding Value from Visibility into Your Customers

In a daily ritual known to thousands of sales
and service professionals in a wide range of
industries, corporations lock themselves into
a time warp by using traditional solutions in
the hope of providing superior customer
communications while facing a tidal wave of
requests. Corporate America’s lack of visi-
bility into customer information makes it vir-
tually impossible to improve service and en-
hance customer relationships. The result is
organizational inefficiencies and poor cus-
tomer service that materially impacts busi-
nesses each year, anchoring them in the pres-
ent. The lack of solutions that integrate pre-
and post-sales customer interactions—Web
self service, e-mail, chat, telephony integra-
tion and knowledge management—for cross-
channel support services makes achieving a
single 360-degree view of the customer vir-
tually impossible. 

The customer communications ritual for
most participants is not a pretty sight. The
participants—sales executives, telephone
service representatives, technical support
specialists, marketing organizations, finance
staffs, department heads and virtually every-
one with customer-facing responsibility—
agree that there ought to be a better way of
doing things, but there aren’t many clear-cut
options. They also agree that offering cus-
tomers easier and better communication
channels is absolutely essential as it is the
one universal mechanism for customer
retention and long-term profitability. There
has to be a better way.

For many organizations the enormity of
the task is overwhelming. A persistent prob-
lem many organizations wrestle with every
day is the inability to enable people at all lev-
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Dan Vetras

By Dan Vetras, President & CEO, Talisma Corporation

"The customer communications ritual for most

participants is not a pretty sight."
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Effective CLM systems provide targeted
lead capture, contact and account manage-
ment, customer profiling, product registra-
tion, sales forecasting and “return” authori-
zation. Performance and forecasting analyt-
ics provide actionable analysis on customer
profitability, key performance indicators and
revenue opportunities. 

Together, these features help turn
prospects and customers into repeat buyers
accelerating enterprise growth and prof-
itability.

Customer Interaction
Today, customers and prospects “elect”

their preferred method of communication.
Some prefer traditional telephony-based
interactions while others prefer Web-based
interactions and self-service. To remain com-
petitive in today’s market organizations need
to deliver flexible interactions to drive state-
of-the-art customer communications. 

In Talisma’s case, interaction modules
present an integrated, single-view of cus-
tomer information and other relevant knowl-
edge. Queuing, routing and workflow poli-
cies support optimum customer interactions
and allow for personal and tailored commu-
nications. No matter which method of inter-
action the customer chooses, CLM systems
should support highly interactive traditional
phone conversations to expanded multime-
dia contact via the Web.

Customer Retention
It’s no secret it’s easier to sell an existing

customer than find a new one, but it’s also
MUCH less expensive. Studies indicate it can
be 3-5 times more expensive for a new cus-
tomer acquisition than selling to an existing
customer. Traditional service offerings simply
cannot scale to meet this challenge, neither in
personnel nor costs. CLM systems help com-
panies transition their traditional customer
service into a strategic advantage for their
organization with integrated multi-channel
communications that reduce the overall costs
of delivering superior service. Talisma, for
instance, enables call centers, help desks and
other support organizations to continually
capture information from employees and cus-
tomers and author, refine, share and use
knowledge solutions as a natural part of the
service and support workflow to provide rich,
consistent and relevant customer response. As
knowledge solutions are added to the knowl-
edgebase, they become immediately available
for shared-use across multiple channels,
including phone, e-mail, chat and Web self-
service throughout the enterprise and with
customers and partners. 

Today the value of effective knowledge
capture and reuse is rapidly being viewed as
a competitive advantage. Gartner, Inc. states
knowledge management will be a key com-
ponent of successful CRM, with more than

two-thirds of all CRM projects incorporat-
ing advanced KM practices by 2005.
Gartner also states that many service, sales
and marketing processes clearly rely on
knowledge resources including:
◆ Knowledge about customer behavior and

knowledge of customers regarding prod-
uct use or service quality;

◆ Employee knowledge, such as sales prac-
tices and client-care insight; 

◆ Knowledge-based market intelligence
and analytics, such as customer behavior
and personal preferences; 

◆ Business partner knowledge, such as the
complementary services and products of
interest to customers; 

◆ Knowledge of and about business
processes—how and why processes are
designed and interact; 

◆ Knowledge of contracts or partner agree-
ments; 

◆ Skills and competencies of employees; and  
◆ Wants, needs and aspirations of employees

Source: Gartner, Inc.

The results of deploying knowledge
solutions exceed productivity and quality
goals of contact centers, help desks and
Web self-service environments. With effec-
tive knowledge management companies can
increase employee productivity, reduce
costs and increase customer satisfaction and
retention across traditional and electronic
interaction channels.

Customer Analysis
Effective analysis of customer data

should propel organizations to make faster,
more informed business decisions. 

Business intelligence capabilities enable
organizations to monitor, report and interac-
tively analyze their business operations. For
example, companies can monitor agent pro-
ductivity, analyze potential customer up-sell

candidates, track current and historic service
levels and interactively analyze trends on
various business metrics such as First Time
Resolution (FTR) rates.

Talisma’s CLM also helps companies
develop best practices for tracking and ana-
lyzing customer and support center key per-
formance indicators. This allows companies
to identify emerging trends and react quickly
to changing business conditions. 

Organizations should invest more time in
cause and effect analysis and reduce time
spent managing data. Well-designed CLM
systems allow them to schedule reports to
run automatically as either one-time-only or
periodic actions. Companies can easily
schedule reports for distribution, save reports
in multiple formats (including Microsoft
Excel spreadsheets or HTML pages) and
monitor status of current reports. The busi-
ness impact is real: service-wide analysis and
reporting optimizes the responsiveness of
your sales and marketing teams. 

Optimize Revenue and Customer Value

The increasing sophistication of today’s
customer management challenges is reflect-
ed in companies of all sizes, from small com-
panies that use a simple commodity spread-
sheet program to global giants that deploy
huge dedicated resources. Many corpora-
tions are stifled by the sheer magnitude and
complexity of the challenge, as today’s point
solutions do not easily integrated into a sin-
gle view of the customer. 

Yet customers are increasingly demand-
ing—they expect fast, personalized and
accurate answers to their product purchasing
and service-related questions, whether
they’re leveraging a Web site to send e-mail,
execute self-service queries or are directly
communicating with a service agent through
chat, collaboration or via the phone.
Successful companies understand that
today’s customers have multiple interaction
choices. They are responding with next gen-
eration Customer Lifecycle Management
(CLM) solutions to better serve pre-sales and
post-sales customers.   ❚

Talisma is a leading provider of Web-driven solutions that integrate the
power of sales and e-marketing,e-mail,chat,real-time collaboration and
telephony applications with a mature, robust multi-channel interaction
management platform, comprehensive analytics and a fully integrated
system-wide knowledgebase and customer database. Our customers
enjoy a 360-degree view of all customer communications—regardless
of channel—within an easy-to-use and configurable interface. The
results are improved business performance through lowering the overall
costs of service delivery while increasing customer satisfaction and
retention.To learn more,go to www.talisma.com.

"How do you 

identify, target and

acquire customers

while collapsing the

sales cycle?"



interested in Microsoft CRM to manage
their venture capital and philanthropy
fundraising programs, but did not have the
expertise to install, maintain and support
the application on a daily basis.

“With employees located across the
country, we needed a centralized system
that could capture all of our fundraising
activity,” said Mark Winstein, Eco-
structure’s CEO. “Surebridge was able to
provide us with all the functionality of
Microsoft CRM and helped us bypass
the hassle of deployment and manage-
ment. As a result, we were able to imme-
diately implement the technology to
benefit our effort.”

◆ Gaining a competitive edge in the market-
place was a key reason why iQ NetSolu-
tions, a provider of enterprise telephony
products, needed a CRM solution. Critical
features included a solution that integrated
with Outlook to increase sales person
adoption and integrated with their back-of-
fice system.

◆ Ingenious Designs, a wholly owned New
York subsidiary of the electronic retailer
HSN, needed a CRM solution for its cus-

tomer service call center team to enhance
customer service response time and bolster
bottom line results. They were working with
Microsoft CRM reseller AKA Enterprise
Solutions to find a solution that would eas-
ily track and manage their customer base, as
well as integrate with their new Great Plains
back-office system. They chose CRM On-
line by Surebridge. 

“Ingenious Designs required expertise
to get up and running immediately,”
said Alan Kahn, managing partner and
co-CEO, AKA Enterprise Solutions.
“Within two days of signing the deal,
Ingenious Designs was reaping the ben-
efits of the CRM solution.” ❚

Surebridge,Inc.is the leading application outsourcer for mid-market com-
panies. It delivers brand name application choice, such as Microsoft
Business Solutions, and affordable strategy, implementation and out-
sourcing services.Visit us at www.surebridge.com or call 877.SURE.ASP.

Special Supplement to 

Using CRM Tools for
Success in the Mid-Market

More than ever, today’s companies are
seeking ways to reduce the cost of going to
market and to obtain a better understanding
of their customer base to decrease customer
churn and maximize customer profitability.
Middle market businesses have not always
enjoyed the same CRM solution benefits
available to the Fortune 500—the costs of
deployment, hardware/software and sys-
tems management have typically been
daunting.

Today, there’s an alternative. With
CRM Online by Surebridge, mid-sized
businesses can now get instant access 
to Microsoft Customer Relationship
Management and leverage its fullest 
potential from any web connection and
Microsoft Outlook, but for a fraction of the
cost of deploying and managing the tech-
nology themselves.

CRM Online: An Affordable, Fast,
Easy Option

Surebridge, a Microsoft Gold Certified
application-hosting partner, is the first
application outsourcer offering Microsoft
CRM in a hosted environment. Customers
can now economically realize the benefits
of CRM—increased sales success, superi-
or customer service and the ability to make
informed, agile business decisions. With
Surebridge handling the deployment and
daily management of the technology, cus-
tomers can focus on the business processes
of their CRM solution. They can also begin
to see benefits from their solution the same
day they sign up for the online service,
enabling them to realize a faster return on
their CRM investment.

CRM Online integrates with Microsoft
Office, Microsoft Business Solutions, and
third-party applications. Additionally, as a
company’s business needs change, new
users can be easily added.

Examples: Solving Mid-Market 
CRM Challenges

◆ Ecostructure, a blended for-profit and non-
profit corporation that works to resolve the
Earth’s ecological challenges, was already
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Peter J. Boni brings 20

years’ experience as a

high technology CEO to
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CEO of Surebridge. He
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renewing troubled

ones to restored

growth and

profitability. Under his leadership, Surebridge has
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earned praise from industry influencers as the most

successful firm of its kind in its field.

Peter J. Boni

By Peter J. Boni, Chairman & CEO, Surebridge, Inc.

A Feature/Benefit Proposition
CRM Online by Surebridge helps customers access the benefits of Microsoft CRM,

alleviating the complexities of deployment and the ongoing management of the solution:

Features
◆ Same day availability

◆ Turnkey technology management

◆ Secure management

◆ Surebridge Data Center tech support/mgt.

◆ Built on Microsoft platform

◆ Integrated

◆ Third party ISVs

◆ Customizable

◆ Low, predictable monthly fee

◆ Faster time to benefit

◆ Focus on CRM business processes

◆ Reliable access, anywhere

◆ Unburden internal IT resources

◆ Leverage Microsoft ecosystem

◆ Back Office, Exchange

◆ Enterprise solution

◆ Configured for your business

◆ Reduced total cost of ownership

Benefits
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control problems. For example, if there was
a flood of calls and emails complaining
about a product, management can be quick-
ly and automatically alerted to the problem.
Audentify “listens” to incoming calls and
suggests information that could solve a prob-
lem in real time. It also enables cross-selling

opportunities by profiling customers. And
when agents are under-performing, they can
automatically be sent e-learning materials. 

Audentify’s product suite encompasses
the following areas:

◆ Record—Software-based 100% or sched-
uled voice recording, screen and keyboard
logging;

◆ Analyze—Comprehensive analytical tools
capturing all relevant call statistics including
the automatic identification of problem calls,
agent performance monitoring and agent ac-
tivity classification. All analytical data is eas-
ily integrated in major CRM systems;

◆ Assist—Automated agent assistance based
on call content understanding through ad-
vanced voice recognition capabilities; and

◆ Voice—The automated understanding of all
voice contact, allowing real-time analysis of
customer query trends and the conceptual
analysis of archived calls.   ❚

To find out how Audentify can help you, contact us on
1.877.692.8866, email understand@audentify.com, or visit the 
website at www.audentify.com.

Bringing Understanding to
the Call Center Through
Data Management and
Voice Recognition

Success in the call center market depends
on getting the right information to customer
service staffers faster, so that they may pro-
vide quicker, more efficient service. Chal-
lenges arise as the number of customers and
incoming calls increase and there is an over-
whelming volume of corresponding data.
The result is an inefficient lag time in re-
sponding to customer queries because
agents are sorting through too much data.
Call centers have addressed this problem by
attempting to increase their staff accord-
ingly—a solution that creates management
difficulties and high administrative costs. 

Another challenge facing businesses
and their call center is that the call center is
working separately from other parts of the
organization, and management is not alert-
ed to the business intelligence being gath-
ered directly from customer inquiries or
complaints. Such customer feedback is
vital to product development and is critical
in ensuring that management makes the
most well informed decisions.

Recognizing the Problem
Audentify, a division of Autonomy,

addresses these problems with call center
software that actually understands the con-
tent and context of telephone conversations
as well as other customer interactions, such
as email. Audentify enables call centers to
reduce handling times, increase the quality
of customer interactions, monitor individ-
ual agent performance, analyze call han-
dling trends within the center and enable all
calls and interactions to be recorded and
made instantly searchable.

Using intelligent data management capa-
bilities and high-precision voice recognition,
Audentify monitors and records calls or
emails between agents and customers and
automatically delivers advanced agent assis-
tance and analytics, while also immediately
identifying any potential service or quality

By Autonomy

Mercur Assistance AG Holding, a
provider of 24-hour emergency help and
advice in the areas of health, mobility 
and property, had identified that a large
amount of valuable information was
spread across the organization in numer-
ous different repositories. Mercur agents
had access to more than 100 different
information sources, but since they were
all stored in different locations they could
not be searched simultaneously. Valuable
time was being wasted as agents struggled
to find the information that they needed to
deal successfully with a customer query.
Furthermore, in the case that an agent
could not respond fully to a customer’s
initial question, even more time was lost
attempting to make follow-up calls.

First Point of Contact
Mercur chose to employ Audentify’s

technology within its internal Medical
Portal. The infrastructure software layer
sits above the sea of enterprise information
and automatically aggregates this informa-
tion regardless of its format or location. The
information is then automatically catego-
rized, hyper-linked and delivered to agents
on their desktop as they work, giving them
immediate and simultaneous access to
more than 150 internal and external vali-
dated information sources. Agents are now
able to respond to a customer query at the

first point of contact, removing the need to
schedule callbacks and enabling higher
quality information to be relayed to the cus-
tomer. In addition, the software’s ability to
automatically profile employees both
implicitly and explicitly ensures that the
information delivered is personalized to the
needs of a particular individual. Employees
are no longer deluged with an overwhelm-
ing amount of irrelevant information.
Lastly, the technology’s collaboration capa-
bilities enable Mercur to identify experts
and define virtual communities within the
organization, avoiding duplication of effort
and decreasing the burden on the agent.

The Result: Better Service

The end result is a significant ROI for
Mercur Assistance. The time employees
spend searching has been reduced by 75%.
Agents are able to respond fully to a cus-
tomer issue or question, providing accurate,
up-to-the-minute information during the
first call. Because they are being delivered
the most pertinent and up-to-date informa-
tion available, agents can be confident that
they are relaying reliable and accurate data
to their customers. Ultimately, these bene-
fits have resulted in the average call han-
dling time being reduced by 35%—dramat-
ically enhancing the quality of Mercur’s
customer service.

Audentify in Action: Mercur Assistance



Compressing the Cash Conversion Cycle

Converting goods and services into cash
is a fundamental business concept. Invest
cash in a business to build a product or serv-
ice, sell the product, invoice the customer
and collect the money with a profit.

In downturns the cycle slows, which
results in fewer cycles and resources. 

Therefore, companies must find ways to:

◆ Develop new products, services, or ex-
pand sales resources;

◆ Reduce the Cost of Goods Sold (COGS);
◆ Sell more products and services and pro-

tect existing margins; and
◆ Reduce the number of Days Sales Out-

standing (DSO)

In theory, this sounds basic. In reality
however, executives must also support
partners, distributors and employees; main-
tain sell-through in multiple channels with
multiple requirements; accurately predict
market direction; and maintain a competi-
tive advantage. And to balance all of these
imperatives, managers have to deal with
processes that run on a frightening array of
tools and infrastructure.

Now the enormous challenge of com-
pressing the cash conversion cycle becomes
apparent. A typical Fortune 500 company
has thousands of product and services vari-
ations moving through diverse channels.
Each product or service originates in engi-
neering, manufacturing, marketing or
underwriting and eventually must be
processed through this complexity before it
can be converted to revenue.

Every process delay, error, broken
process, added cost and productivity obstacle
significantly affects the cash conversion
cycle—slowing it, stopping it, or worse,
siphoning off cash that could have been rev-
enue into customer concessions and write-
offs. In a large enterprise, these issues result in
cash leaking like the proverbial sieve.

Getting to the Root of the Issues
Depending on the stage of the cash con-

version cycle, different issues can block
progress.

New Product and Services Introductions
Market dynamics drive product and

financial changes, demanding that the
organization be flexible enough to translate
opportunities into deliverables. Yet, the

Special Supplement to 

Improving Fundamental
Processes for Profitability
Accelerate conversion cycles and re-channel revenue toward

corporate goals

If only getting “back to basics” was. . .  well,
basic. The fact is that each business basic
consists of a complex web of people, process
and information interactions, and changing
these systems, confirmed habits and en-
trenched processes is a task that’s anything
but basic.

Profitability issues are not new. What is
new are the efforts underway in many busi-
nesses to turn difficult business processes
that represent cash and resource sinkholes
into competitive advantages. No matter the
enterprise or industry, customers are attack-
ing—and changing—root causes of difficult
business problems. And in doing so,
Selectica helps enable executives to invest in
projects that accelerate cash conversion,
reduce costs and significantly improve prof-
itability.
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Kamal Ahluwalia

By Kamal Ahluwalia, Vice President, Business Development, Selectica

Compressing the cash conversion cycle to as little time as possible results in more cycles and more resources to re-invest.
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multiple technologies intended to improve
a company’s competitive advantage are dif-
ficult to synchronize. Separate engineering
(PDM), manufacturing (ERP), marketing
(spreadsheets, pricing applications) and
finance (general ledger, accounting, analy-
sis applications) systems with multiple data
feeds can deliver a wealth of data—none of
it easily integrated for sales purposes.
Frequently, data changing in one system
affects data in others, yet the changes are
not reflected in dependent transactions.
This requires longer lead times for new
products, leads to pricing errors, and can
affect sales training and sales tool quality. 

Reducing Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)
Complex product, service and pricing

interactions among disparate legacy sys-
tems, coupled with inefficient sales process-
es, increase the COGS.

Complexity also leads to configuration,
pricing and order errors. For example, it’s
common to see a product offering that
includes a configuration tool for compo-
nents within the solution, but can’t avoid
conflicts or compatibility issues with com-
ponents from other divisions.

Another problem occurs when the infor-
mation that a customer receives in a propos-
al is different than the information format
required by manufacturing to fulfill that
order. Similarly, engineering specifications
are different. At each stage, there is a signif-
icant difference in the level of detail, termi-
nology and format. This not only delays
revenue, it creates costly re-work, customer
concessions, and damaged customer satis-
faction. Selectica’s experience shows that in
large enterprises with complex offerings,
order error rates typically range between

24% and 40%—with commensurate
rework, extra personnel and concession
costs. And when the enterprise sells through
multiple distribution channels, the problems
geometrically increase.

Selling More and Protecting Margins
When sales teams must spend a signifi-

cant amount of time fixing order errors,
providing customer support and protecting

customer relationships from deterioration,
they can’t be out generating new business.

When they are in front of a customer, the
systems in place often do not enable them to
quickly and accurately configure, price and
present solutions in a single quote. They
must learn and use multiple tools to produce
one result and often miss incremental oppor-
tunities for cross-selling, up-selling and
renewing support services commitments.

Large enterprise resource planning (ERP)
systems are frequently not helpful here

because they aren’t able to consolidate and
synchronize the back-end system data that
leads to errors in the first place. Even a small
improvement in cross-selling and up-selling
performance can significantly increase rev-
enue for large corporations with extensive
product lines.

With insufficient—or incomplete—data,
managers must make educated estimates
about pricing and apply these estimates
across channels and customers. As a result,
it becomes difficult to monitor profitability
by customer or maximize profitability on
each sale—and almost impossible to react
quickly to protect profitability when com-
petitors attack market share.

Reducing Days Sales Outstanding (DSO)
The longer it takes to correctly config-

ure, price, and deliver the customer’s order,
the longer it takes to realize the associated
revenue. Usually long DSOs aren’t the result
of simple collection delays. They are the
result of broken processes further back in
the cash conversion cycle—an inability to
accurately assess risk and having to spend
time fixing incorrect orders.

Solutions for Improving Profitability

Selectica develops, markets and imple-
ments web-based configuration, pricing
and quoting solutions that enable large
enterprises to accurately configure and
quote complex product, service and financ-
ing offerings. These solutions are deployed
in many of the world’s largest companies
where they significantly reduce costs,
enhance revenue and improve profitability.
A rundown of the key benefits:

Streamline, Synchronize and Transform Critical
Information

Relevant data from engineering, manu-
facturing, and marketing systems is unified
into the Selectica application platform and
dynamically updated. Patented modeling
technology accurately configures, prices,
quotes, or rates offerings. As a result, all
channels (self-service, CSR, direct sales,
partners, international) have the most current
data from all back-end systems (ERP, PDM,
analytical, reporting, data repository) in a
single web-based interface that is easily used
to launch, price, quote and profitably sell all
products and services (hardware, software,
professional services, financing).

Enterprises leverage their own knowl-
edge repository that captures all the rules
and constraints exercised in building,
bundling, pricing and selling complex prod-
ucts and services. The right information is
always available in the right context to any
person in the organization that needs it.

Each phase of the cash conversion cycle has its unique challenges.

“No matter the 

enterprise or industry,

customers are attacking—

and changing—root 

causes of difficult 

business problems.”



Integrate with Current Systems and Processes.
Companies can retain their existing

sales and service processes while converg-
ing configuration, pricing and quoting
functions in a single application platform,
without costly reengineering.

Automate Complex Processes
The processes and calculations required

in configuring, pricing, quoting, and compar-
ing alternative products and services are auto-
mated and many are automatically validated.

Accelerate Product Launches and Time to Market
Standardizing on an enterprise-wide

configuration and quoting platform has
provided real results including:

◆ Reduced product introduction times from
four to six weeks to one to three days;

◆ Reduced maintenance time (small prod-
uct, bundling, entitlement) changes to less
than two hours;

◆ Enabled ordering and pricing changes to
be deployed worldwide within an hour;

◆ Enabled customers to easily select and
configure products online; and

◆ Enabled 100% on-time launch of new
products.

Reducing COGS
Reducing COGS depends on improving

many small steps in several key processes,
among them order configuration and quot-
ing. Selectica customers have achieved great
success in these areas:

◆ Reduced transaction costs by 75%;
◆ Deployed an online channel for a highly

configurable product line and eliminated
the manual order review process, freeing
staff for more productive tasks;

◆ Reduced quoting time for complex prod-
ucts from one day to five minutes;

◆ Improved quote-to-close ratio from 5:1 to
almost 1:1;

◆ Reduced manual configuration costs by
86%;

◆ Increased order-taking speed by 60%;
◆ Reduced pricing configuration time by

95%; and
◆ Reduced support calls to call center by 10%.

Expanding Sales Opportunities
Generating new customers is only one

way to improve sales. Equally effective
(and less costly) ways include cross-selling
complementary product lines, combining
services contracts with products, upgrading
installed base customers and reducing dis-
tribution channel costs. Many customers
have achieved one—or more—of these
results:

◆ Extended cross-selling capabilities across
10 different product families;

◆ Doubled the average dollar amount per
order;

◆ Increased online sales every quarter;
◆ Increased online sales from 1% to 10%

and quadrupled revenue from one prod-
uct line;

◆ Improved business policy enforcement
that results in always pricing orders cor-
rectly, protecting margins, and ensuring
that no deal is sold at a loss; and

◆ Improved top-line revenue on $2.5B busi-
ness unit.

Reducing DSO
Sometimes, accelerating cash conver-

sion and improving profitability depends
on things a company doesn’t do, instead of
the things it does. Reducing risk exposure,
eliminating waste, and not writing off
inventory are all examples of this principle.
Selectica customers have experienced huge
gains in these areas:

◆ Eliminated non-buildable orders to sig-
nificantly impact revenues of over $20
billion

◆ Gained an ability to reject orders from
customers who have been placed on credit
watch—before costly work is done;

◆ Reduced DSO to 25 days.

Selectica’s customers have changed the
way they run their businesses into a more
cost-effective, efficient and progressive way
of doing business. They have taken their new
efficiencies and genuinely turned them into
a competitive advantage. In every case, since
the effort has gone towards the start of the
Cash Conversion Cycle, there isn’t that
much work to be done to reap the rewards at
the end of the cycle.❚

The first step in re-vitalizing business is to be able to more efficiently con-
vert products and services into cash—and then back into expanded
offerings and sales opportunities.Selectica enables world-leading com-
panies to successfully improve their fundamentals, accelerate their cash
conversion cycles, and re-channel revenue toward corporate goals. For
more information about how Selectica can help your organization, visit
www.selectica.com and contact a Selectica representative.

For more information, please contact:
Kamal Ahluwalia,Vice President,Business Development,408.545.2469 or
Laurie Spoon, Vice President, Corporate Communications and Investor
Relations, 408.545.2492
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“Every process delay, error, broken

process, added cost and productivity 

obstacle significantly affects 

the cash conversion cycle.”

“Standardizing on an enterprise-wide 

configuration and quoting platform 

has provided real results.”
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Create Value through E-Mail Marketing
E-mail marketing is experiencing dra-

matic growth as marketers in virtually
every industry begin to take advantage of
this powerful technique that helps reduce
marketing costs by enabling more efficient
communication with customers and
prospects. Response rates for e-mail mar-
keting are substantially higher than tradi-
tional marketing techniques because there
is much greater opportunity to target mes-
sages to the interests of the recipient. E-
mail marketing costs are substantially
lower because it eliminates postage, print-
ing and other costs associated with tradi-
tional direct mail marketing. 

Taking advantage of e-mail marketing
requires careful attention to its unique char-
acteristics. The ease of reaching out to
prospects via e-mail marketing must be bal-
anced with compliance to federal regula-
tions on spamming. Additionally, it’s impor-
tant to select software that will help reach

the right people with the right message,
while generating metrics that will facilitate
future successes.  

Effective marketing projects are results-
oriented. The ability to analyze the success
of a campaign can help you plan for future
campaigns and prepare for changes in your
organization’s sales or service activity.   ❚

For nearly 20 years, Epicor has supplied small and midsize enterprises
with everything they need for a successful implementation: quality
products, experienced professional services, and excellent support.

Creating a Cohesive 
CRM Strategy

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
is not a new concept. The cultivation of the
relationship between vendor and customer
was present in the earliest sales transactions.
With the surge of CRM technologies in recent
years, companies have rediscovered the fis-
cal benefits implementing CRM.

Traditionally, CRM solutions are com-
prised of functionality for automating cus-
tomer support, sales and marketing.
However, there are other elements that
should be incorporated in order to achieve a
truly comprehensive CRM strategy. 

Self-service and e-mail marketing are
valuable functions of CRM that are often
overlooked by vendors and customers alike.
The cost-savings afforded by self-service,
coupled with its customer-pleasing conven-
ience make a highly beneficial addendum to
traditional CRM. And e-mail marketing low-
ers the cost of communicating with both
potential and existing customers.

A Complete CRM Solution

Implementing a truly comprehensive
CRM solution that incorporates Web self-
service and e-mail marketing, in addition to
the traditional functions for sales, customer
service and marketing, can help maintain
and grow customer relationships while pro-
ducing a cost savings that directly impacts
the bottom line. 

Amplify Customer Satisfaction with Self-Service
In the face of demands to cut costs,

while maintaining high levels of customer
satisfaction, Web self-service technologies
are working their way into today’s enter-
prises. The potential for cost savings and
increased employee efficiency make Web
self-service an attractive option to consider.
Yet, as the enterprise evolves, self-service is
destined to become more of a necessity than
an option. Clients crave 24x7 access to
account information and value the conven-
ience of being able to locate information on
their own. As more customers turn to the
Web to conduct business, Web self-service
will become a critical component of com-
petitive customer service strategy.

Gregory Horton is
senior marketing
director for The
Clientele Group of
Epicor Software
Corporation.The
Clientele Group
develops and markets
CRM solutions used by
more than 3,000
companies worldwide.
In 2002, Epicor
announced its adoption
of the Microsoft .NET

Framework, and was one of the first companies to
deliver a CRM solution architected from ground up on
.NET. Since the release of Clientele Customer Support,
Epicor has released two additional .NET-based
solutions: Clientele Self-Service Portal and Clientele
eMarketing.With more than 17 years of product
marketing and software engineering experience,
Horton oversees all aspects of product marketing,
marketing communications and demand generation
for Clientele.

Gregory Horton

By Greg Horton, Epicor Software Corporation

Epicor Solutions
Self-Service

Clientele Self-Service Portal from Epicor helps
meet the demands of today’s customers by provid-
ing access to information and answers to their
questions at their convenience. The AnswerBook
feature, an online store of answers to customers'
questions you anticipate they will ask or have asked
before, allows customers to help themselves to
information anytime, anywhere. Whether searching
the Web-enabled AnswerBook for a solution,
adding a request for assistance, viewing the status
of open requests, or checking up on request details,
customers remain well-informed at all times. To
read more on self-service, visit clientele.epicor.com
and and download, “If You Teach a Customer to
Fish: The Power of Web Self-Service.”

E-Mail Marketing
Clientele eMarketing delivers a flexible

environment for tracking and measuring cam-

paign results. It provides immediate feedback,

allowing you to track campaign activity as

soon as the campaign is launched. Clientele

eMarketing gives you the power to track cus-

tomer behaviors such as when they opened the

e-mail, how many times they viewed it and

whether they logged in to the corresponding

Web microsite. To read more on e-mail mar-

keting, visit clientele.epicor.com and download

“Boost Profits and Customer Relations with

Effective E-Mail Marketing.”

Clientele eMarketing and Clientele Self-

Service are available as integrated supplements

to the Clientele CRM suite of solutions, creating

maximum efficiency in your customer-facing

operations. Clientele allows businesses to bet-

ter communicate, track and build relationships

with customers.



ing intranets and portals, practical method-
ologies for design, content management
solutions software, ROI and the business of
content collaboration. The conference pro-
gram is designed to take intranet profession-
als and managers to the next level, helping
individuals and companies create new
intranet strategies and methodologies, devel-
op best practices and collaborative content
strategies, integrate intranet and portal tech-
nologies in business processes and apply
tried-and-true tips and techniques from top
working industry experts.

The largest international gathering of
intranet professionals, Intranets 2003 is the
premier learning venue for Intranet profes-
sionals from around the world.

A Focused “Mega-Event”
Before last year, and the co-location of

KMWorld and Intranets, knowledge manage-
ment, intranet and portal professionals need-
ed to attend multiple shows to learn about
products and services in the field. Now they
can fulfill all of their needs at the largest,
most comprehensive event in the industry. 

A sample of the titles of KMWorld/
Intranets attendees provides some indica-
tion of the level of education these confer-
ences strive for:

CKO • CTO • Content Manager 
• Director, Portal Solutions Group • CEO 
• Director, IT Web Development • CIO •
Director, Knowledge Management • Intranet
Project Manager • Web Development
Specialist • Executive Intranet Producer •
Technical Manager • Software Configuration
Analyst • InfoMaster • Information Program
Leader • Intranet Team Leader • User,
Interface Designer • Web Architect •
Director Business Development • Corporate
Librarian Knowledge Architect • Director,
Human Resources

KMWorld & Intranets 2003 covers the
technology of intranets and Enterprise Portals
and the implementation of Knowledge
Management Systems.

Knowledge management empowers
organizations and provides a strategic advan-
tage in this tough, competitive environment.
And enterprise portals and intranets enable
the flow of that content and knowledge with-
in the enterprise. Whether reducing costs or
enhancing the benefits of internal communi-

cations, proper utilization of knowledge man-
agement, intranets and portals is essential for
running a smart business. 

The combined mega-event will include
seven conference tracks over three days, along
with a single expo, featuring the industry’s top
companies. This global conference and expo
will offer attendees and exhibitors a complete
conference and expo experience, from strate-
gic KM planning to practical intranet imple-
mentation. It is the definitive worldwide gath-
ering place for everyone in enterprise KM. 

Attendees at KMWorld & Intranets
2003 will find solutions from the leading
companies in:
◆ Knowledge Management 
◆ Enterprise Portals 
◆ Content Management 
◆ Business/External Content 
◆ Web-Based Collaboration 
◆ Competitive Intelligence 
◆ XML Solutions 
◆ Application Development 
◆ Firewalls & Security 
◆ Digital Certificates 
◆ Document Management 
◆ Encryption 
◆ Customer Relationship Management 
◆ Workflow Solutions 
◆ Document Tracking 
◆ Resource Sharing 
◆ Business Intelligence 
◆ Information Architecture 
◆ Usability Testing 
◆ Taxonomy & Ontology 
◆ Personalization   ❚
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A Tale of Two Solutions
KMWorld & Intranets 2003 provide the best of both worlds

Underscoring the basic symbiotic rela-
tionship between (a.) informational content
and (b.) the many ways it is delivered to the
end user, two major events have joined
forces to maximize the impact of that im-
portant relationship. The KMWorld & 
Intranets 2003 conferences will be co-lo-
cated at the Santa Clara Convention Center,
October 14-16, 2003.

Separately, these events have each long
provided a forum and a marketplace focal-
point for their respective clientele. As annu-
al stops on the “education circuit,” these
events have traditionally provided a means
for business decision makers to learn,
exchange and choose from their many solu-
tion-provider partners.

Now, together, the conferences are devel-
oping a new mission: to help attendees
develop and evaluate enterprise-wide KM
strategies, while working hand-in-hand with
those who are also implementing collabora-
tive intranet & portal strategies and tech-
nologies. Three separate KM tracks, two
Intranets tracks and another that is common
to both events will fully cover the enabling
tools and strategies for KM projects as well
as intranets, extranets and portals.

The 7th annual KMWorld Conference
and Exposition offers a wide-ranging pro-
gram aimed at executives and strategic busi-
ness and technology decision makers. This
is a “must-attend” for those concerned with
improving business processes and produc-
tivity, streamlining operations and accelerat-
ing development and innovation in their
evolving enterprises.

This year’s theme, Business Critical
Knowledge Management, emphasizes that
KM is not a standalone initiative, but totally
integrated into an organization’s business and
work processes. As in previous years, the
conference encompasses programs on strate-
gies, practices, processes, tools and solutions
for enterprise knowledge networks. This year
there is a particular emphasis on knowledge-
based collaborative organizations as well as
the infrastructure necessary to support such
organizations. 

Now in its fifth year, Intranets 2003
addresses the management, implementation
and business implications of the next gener-
ation of collaborative intranet and portal
development and technology. Conference
sessions will cover strategies and case stud-
ies for preparing, implementing and sustain-
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Some of the comments from last year’s exhibitors
include:
“The attendee quality was outstanding; they’re very
knowledgeable and asked great questions to assist in
qualifying their needs.”

Shelley Jagow
Tradeshow & Events Manager, Stellent

“Thanks for another great conference.The speakers
are top-notch experts in their disciplines. You have
attracted a high-quality group of attendees that
make networking opportunities some of the best
around.”

Doreen Lorenzen, IT Supervisor
Hennepin County

“The exhibits were a good source of information
about existing and new products and services. Very
good keynotes.”

Diane Dent, Managing Consultant
Westech Information Systems, Inc.

“Thanks for another great job!! Excellent content,good
exhibit hall.Good choice of topics.”

Ann Feeney, Intranet Facilitator
YMCA of the USA

What They Said 
about Last Year’s Event



Subscriptions are FREE in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico

Order Your FREE Subscription to KMWorld Today.
www.kmworld.com/subscribe

The KMWorld Best Practices White Paper Series helps you handle the curves in the
road faced by your fast-paced, 24/7, always-on enterprise.

Objective, instructional and action-ready, KMWorld White Papers deliver the hard
information you need to compete.

KMWorld White Papers focus on the world’s leading companies and key top-of-mind
business areas, such as:

◆ Content Management ◆ Enterprise Portals
◆ Customer Relationship Management ◆ Knowledge Management

KMWorld Best Practice White Papers are read by 100,000 business leaders, like you,
who are currently in search of solutions for their information-intensive challenges.

So watch the road... Be ready for the next curve... And stay ahead of the pack...

KMWorld—Covering the Action Areas
if... you think managing your organization’s documents... information content...

context... concepts... intellectual assets... are important keys to productivity 
and performance...

if... you think managing your enterprise’s internetworked workflows...
processes... teams... groups... collaboration are critical to competitiveness 
and innovation...

if... you think managing your organizational and competitive intelligence is key
to understanding... touching... serving... satisfying... retaining... customers and
partners...

then... KMWorld is the one publication dedicated to helping you do all of 
the above by providing useful information delivered by the pros with clarity 
and insight...

and... KMWorld & Intranets 2003 Conference & Expo (Santa Clara, Oct. 14-16) is
the one event of the year where you can see, touch and learn about what’s new in
the field.

For more info: http://www.kmworld.com

You can learn from the BEST and get it FIRST
by subscribing to KMWorld at

www.kmworld.com/subscribe

Learn from the Best!
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